
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF JACKSON COUNTY, MISSOURI 
AT INDEPENDENCE 

TS and CS 

Plaintiffs, 

VS. 

CMS AND 
DIRECT GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendants. 

CASE NO. 
 DIVISION 17

JUDGMENT

NOW on this 29th day of January 2018, the Court took up defendant Direct General 

Insurance Company's Motion for Summary Judgment. After considering the documents submitted 

by both parties and the arguments of counsel, the Comi finds as follows: 

A. Facts

On June 12, 2015, plaintiff TS was engaged within the scope of his

employment as an over-the-road trucker for Liberty Motor Freight, carrying a load of brick from 

Colorado to Kentucky for delivery. As he was eastbound on Interstate 70 near Kansas City, 

Jackson County, Missouri, defendant CMS was driving under the influence of alcohol 

westbound on Interstate 70. Defendant CMS's car crossed over the median and struck plaintiff 

TS's 2010 Freightliner truck. 

Plaintiffs TS and CS sued defendant CMS, and filed suit against defendant Direct 

General Insurance Company seeking UM coverage under a policy of insurance issued by 

defendant Direct General to plaintiff CS. 
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B. TS is not an insured under the subject policy

Plaintiff CS filled out an application for insurance with defendant Direct Genera!

Insurance Company on November 14, 2014, which she specifically listed her husband, plaintiff

TS, as an excluded driver, Under Driver Information, the application states:

DRIVER INFORM!\ TION: Complete for Applicant, spouse, and all persons age 14 and older residing with 11Applicant (licensed or not), Also list any other operators of vehicles on this application, including children 
away from home or in college. All persons 14 years and older residing with Applicant (licensed or not) must 1
be either rated or excluded. 

No. Driver Name CL DOB SX MS SR EX License Number ST PT Rel-to Applicant

l 

2

CS F M N N 

TS M M N Y 

' ' 

Spouse 

As shown under column "EX'', plaintiff CS listed her husband TS as excluded.

Under "Driver Exclusions," the applications further states:
�---...,,.-,"C"'C..,------...,...-..,----..,-----,...--..,---�-..,----..,-----.... --------..,----·-� DRIVER EXCLUSIONS: Applicant understands, and by signing this application agrees, that NO coverage

is or will be afforded under any section of the issued policy if any vehic!e(s) is being maintained, used or
operated by any of_the excluded drive.rs listed below. 

I Excluded Driver [ DOB I Relationship

TS
, I 

Excluded Driver DOB

·+1-=s=r-=o.,....u=s=E----------+--
Relationship

. ...L __ L,. _______ __J 

The application indicates that plaintiff CS wanted her husband TS excluded under any 

policy issued by defendant Direct General. The description of "Driver Exclusion'' in the 

Application filled out by plaintiff CS makes clear that any driver listed as excluded will be denied 

any and all coverage under the policy.
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Based on this Application, Defondant Direct General issued an insurance policy along with 

a Declarations Page lo plaintiff CS on November 14, 2014. 

Plaintiff CS sought to add an additional driver to her auto policy, and an Amended Policy 

Declarations - Personal Auto was issued to her on May 19, 2015, which included a new driver, 

SH, listed as a "Principal" driver. The Amended Declarations Page lists 

plaintiff TS as an "Excluded'. driver. There is no indication on the Declarations Page 

f

that a premium is being paid for plaintiff TS to receive any sort of coverage under the insurance 

policy. The Amended Policy Declarations further states, "Your policy consists of this 

Declarations Page, your Personal Auto Policy, your Application for Insurance, and any 

endorsements that apply ... " 

Thus, the Application and Declarations Page make clear that plaintiff CS wanted to 

exclude her spouse. plaintiff TS, from coverage under the policy. 

The Tennessee Personal Auto Policy issued to plaintiff CS states that Direct 

General agrees to insure "You." defined as: 

FF. "You'' and "your" refer to: 
1. The named insured shown as the policyholder on the Declarations Page; and
2. If residing in the same household:

a. The spouse of the named insured; or
b. The domestic partner of the named insured if the domestic partnership

is established pursuant to a domestic partnership, civil union, or similar
law in any state.

The Liability Coverage section defines "insured" as: 

A. "Insured" means:
I. You and any family member for:

a. Operation or use of any auto with permission from its owner; and
b. The ownership, maintenance, or use of a covered auto;
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"Excluded driver" means any person who is shown on the Declarations Page as 
"excluded." 

Thus. plaintiff TS is not an insw·ed for any purposes under the Policy. Plaintiffs argue that 

because the term "You" as defined in the policy includes the named 

insured and the spouse of the named insured, and because that term is included in the definition of 

"insured" under the UM BI Coverage Section, an insured's spouse, here plaintiff TS, would be a 

named insured under the policy. 

Missouri Courts have chosen to follow the Restatement (Second) of Conllicts of Law 

when determining which state's laws to apply to a contract dispute, and the state with the most 

significant relationship to this contract is Tennessee. See. Hartzler v. American Family J\,fui. Ins. 

Co., 881 S.W.2d 653, 655 (Mo. Ct. App. 1994). Tennessee Courts have held that they will not create 

an ambiguity when evaluating insurance contracts where none exists. Maggart v. A/many Realtors, 

Inc., 259 S.W.3d 700 (Tenn. 2008). "Ambiguity, however, does not arise in a contract merely 

because the parties may differ as to interpretations of certain of its provisions. A contract is 

ambiguous only when it is of uncertain meaning and may fairly be understood in more ways than 

one." .Johnson v. Johnson, 3 7 S. W.3d 892, 896 (Term. 200 l ). 

When the subject policy is read in conjunction with the Application, the Declarations 

Page, and the Endorsements, the intent of plaintiff CS to exclude her spouse from coverage is 

evident, and thus, there is no ambiguity as to the definition of '·You. ,. For plaintiffs to now claim 

that they believed plaintiff TS was covered under the Policy because of the definition of"You" 

is an attempt to create an ambiguity where none exists. Plaintiff CS chose to exclude her spouse 

Plaintiff TS from all coverages under the policy because doing so lowered the premium payment. 

She knew she had excluded him in the Application, and paid a 
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lower rate for doing so, and was aware he was excluded when she was read the policy. She cannot 

now claim she expected coverage for her husband U1at she chose not to pay for. 

While plaintiff TS would have qualified as an insured under the Policy had he not been 

listed as excluded, because plaintiff CS listed him as an excluded spouse on the Application, and 

because he is listed as excluded on the Declarations Page, he is not included within the definition 

of"You", and does not qualify as an "insured" as defined within any section of the policy, 

including the UM Bf section. 

The Tennessee Uninsured Motorist Statute does not mandate UM coverage under the 

policy to plaintiff TS either. While Tennessee requires all insurance policies in the state to include 

UM coverage, the mandate only covers those persons who qualify as insureds under the specific 

insurance policy. Tennessee's uninsured motorist statute states that "every automobile liability 

insurance policy delivered, issued for delivery or renewed in this state, covering liability arising 

out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of any motor vehicle designed for use primarily on 

public roads and registered or principally garaged in this state, shall include uninsured motorist 

coverage ... for the protection of persons insured under /he po/icy ... " Tenn. Code. Ann.§ 

56-7-2010(a). (emphasis added). 

Tennessee courts have interpreted the reference in § 56-7-201 O(a) to "persons insured 

under the policy" to include only those persons insured for purposes ofliability. Manin v. William, 

2009 Tenn. App. LEXIS 515, *20, 2009 WL 2264339 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2009). While the facts of 

the lvfarlin case are distinguishable, the reasoning the Court used is not. In that case, the Court 

determined that the plaintiff did not fit the definition of "insured" in the subject insurance policy, 

and therefore, she was not entitled to mandatory UM coverage pursuant to the statute. 
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Due to the fact plaintiff TS is an excluded driver, and the fact that the Excluded Driver 

Endorsement contained in the policy specifically states TS is not an insured for any purpose under 

the policy, the statute does not mandate that UM coverage extend lo him. 

In summation, plaintiff CS chose to exclude her spouse, plaintiff TS, from the insurance 

policy and any coverage it might provide when she applied for it, and she chose not to pay a 

premium for any coverage under that policy for him. Plaintiffs cannot now argue that a definition 

contained within the policy provides coverage to plaintiff TS when plaintiff CS specifically and 

knowingly declined said coverage in her initial insurance application with defendant Direct 

General. Further, Tennessee Courts have interpreted the state's UM statute as mandating UM 

coverage only to persons insured for liability purposes under the same policy. Because TS is not 

covered for liability purposes, or any other purpose under the Policy, the statute does no! extend 

the mandatory UM coverage to him. 

Even if plaintiff TS was an insured under the policy as the plaintiffs argue, which the 

Court specifically finds he was not, the exclusions contained within the UM Bodily Injury 

Section of the policy would further serve to deny UM coverage to him. The UM Bl section 

contains exclusions detailing when UM coverage will not be provided by defendant Direct 

General. The applicable exclusions appear below: 

EXCLUSIONS - UM BI COVERAGE 

A. We do not provide Uninsured Motorist

5. If it arises out of and in the course of employment l
l

1is Exclusion does not apply to
bodily injury to a domestic employee unless workers' compensation, disability benefits
or other similar benefits are required or available for that domestic employee.

7. That occurs while maintaining or using any vehicle while an insured is employed or
otherwise engages in any business or occupation (other than farming or ranching).
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However, with respect to a business use that is disclosed by you and allowed by us, and 
for which you have paid our added charge for business use, this exclusion shall not 
apply to that disclosed business use. 

19. While using or occupying a motorized vehicle or device, other than a covered auto, if
the vehicle or device is owned by, or furnished or available for the regular use of, you,
a family member or a resident

Plaintiff TS testified that he was operating his 2010 Freighlliner within the scope of his 

employment ¥1ith Liberty Motor Freight hauling brick from Colorado to Kentucky when the 

accident occurred. Thus, the injury arose out of and in the course of his employment, and 

exclusions number 5 denies UM coverage to him. Similarly, because plaintiff TS's 

rinjuries occur ed while he was using a vehicle while employed or engaging in any business or 

occupation, exclusion number 7 denies UM coverage to him under the policy. Plaintiff TS was 

iajured while using a motorized vehicle other than a covered auto which was owned by him. 

Thus, exclusion number 19 would apply to deny UM BI coverage to him. None of these 

exclusions are vague or ambiguous, as they clearly set forth when coverage will be denied. 

With regard to whether these exclusions are permissible under Tennessee law, Tennessee 

Courts have held that Tennessee has not adopted a "broad form" of uninsured motorist coverage, 

and exclusions and restrictions on coverage have been sustained in numerous cases. Rogers v. 

Tennessee Fc1rmers .Mut. Ins. Co., 620 S.W.2d 476,479 (Tenn. 1981). Further, courts have held 

that "insurers may lawfully place exclusions in their uninsured motorist policies that are not 

contrary to the uninsured motorist statutes or violative of public policy. Dockins v. Balboa Ins. 

Co., 764 S.W.2d 529, 530 (Tenn. 1989). This includes any exclusions the carrier could put in a 

liability policy. Id. Courts have ruled that "regular use" exclusions do not contravene public policy. 

Poper ex rel. Poper v. Rollins, 90 S. W.3d 682, 687 (Tenn. 2002). 
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None of the exclusions previously mentioned violate publie policy or the UM statutes of 

Tennessee. The business exclusions seek to prevent defendant Direct General from being liable 

for business-related injuries that would be better protected against by an insured's employer. 

Further, the regular use exclusion is a way by which insurers can avoid having to compensate for 

risks they have not agreed to insure, and for which premiums have not been collected. 

Those exclusions are proper, and deny UM coverage to plaintiff TS. 

B. CS's Derivative Claim for Loss of Services/Loss of Consortium Is Not

Allowed Under Tennessee Law

Plaintiff CS's claim for loss of services/loss of consortium is derivative of

plaintiff TS's claim for personal injury, T, C.A § 25-J -106 states that "there shall exist in cases 

where such damages are proved by a spouse, a right to recover for loss of consortium!' However, 

the Tennessee Court of Appeals has held in cases involving insurance policies that the right to 

recover for loss of consortium is derivative in nature and subject to the same "each person" limit 

and reduction as that of the injured person, See Akin v. Thomas, 2002 Tenn App. LEXIS 494, *14, 

2002 WL 1485363. Further, in Clark v, Shoaf, the Tennessee Court of Appeals stated that, 

although a claim for loss of consortium is a distinct and independent action, it is derivative in that 

it miginates from or owes its existence to the spouse's claim. Clark v. Shoaf, 209 S, W.3d 59, 60 

(Tenn. Ct. App. 2006), 

Federal Courts applying Tennessee law to cases involving derivative claims similar to the 

ones being made by plaintiff CS have ruled that, when an injured person's claim is barred, the 

derivative claim is also barred. See, Williams v. United States, 754 F. Supp. 2d 942, 955 (W,D, 

Tenn. 2010) ("A spouse seeking recovery for loss of consortium cannot recover unless the 

defendant has been held liable to the injured spouse'"); Wentz v. Best W lnt'l. Inc., No 3:05- cv-368, 

2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19894, at "12 (E.D. Tenn. Mar. 20, 2007) ("A crucial element of
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plaintiffs claim for loss of consortium in Tennessee is that the defendant in question must be 

proven liable for the injuries to the spouse giving rise to the loss of consortium claim"); Dawn v. 

Essex Conveyors. Inc., 379 F. Supp. 1342 (1973). 

Because defendant Direct General is not liable to plaintiff TS for his claims for bodily 

injury, they are also not liable for plaintiff CS's derivative claims related to that bodily injury. 

The UM BI Section plaintiff CS is seeking coverage under qualifies when defendant 

Direct General will pay compensatory damages: 

If you pay the premium for Uninsured Motorist Bodily Injury r'UM Bl") Coverage: 
A. Subject to the Limits of Liability shown on the Declarations Page, we will pay

compensatory damages that an insured is legally entitled to recover from the owner
or operator of an uninsured motor vehicle because of bodily injury, that is:

l. Sustained by that insured;
2. Caused by an accident; and
3. Arises out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of an uninsured motor vehicle

or underinsured motor vehicle.

Further, the policy defines "bodily injury" as follows: 

D. "Bodily In.jury" means bodily ham1 and sickness. disease and death resulting from
bodily harm."

Tennessee Courts held that "bodily injury standing alone or defined in a policy as 'bodily 

injury [ or harm], sickness or disease' is unambiguous and encompasses only physical hmm:• 

Garrison v. Bickford, 377 S.W.3d 659,669 (Tenn. 2012). Thus, as defined in the policy, plaintiff 

Caroline Shafer's injuries are not covered under the term "'bodily injury" as defined in the policy. 

WHEREFORE, the Court hereby GRANTS the Motion for Summary Judgment submitted 

by Defendant Direct General Jnsurm1ce Company. 

Date: 
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